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Description

customers request

Is there any limitation in creating an event format that would support qualifying + 2 heats and a main? I realize I will most likely need

to manually create grids based on the structure of the event we are having.  The format I want to use is as follows:

Qualifying -

Heat 1 - Fastest qualifier to the back (Full inversion)

Heat 2 - Combination of qualifying and heat results. (Full inversion)

Heat 3 - Combination of qualifying, heat 1 and heat 2. No inversion

Basically I want to give points per races based on finish. Fastest qualifier gets 1 point, race finish equals point as well. Lowest points

accumulation wins the overall event.

AS long as I can have a format that supports qualifying + 3 races I can manually do the rest but if Moscore support part or all of the

concept that would be great.

History

#1 - 07/10/2016 07:08 PM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from New to Feedback

Yes, Qualifying two heats and a main should be doable, just use your Event Setup panel to create a new Format. Very few if any clubs use that

format so we have limited feedback on this format.

We would look forward to Feedback on this format if you use it

The only issue that we can see is the points system for Qualifying.

Moscore was originally written at QMA's request back in 2000. At the time we requested any formats that they would want to use. Points for

Qualifying was not one of them. Now they and other clubs seem to want this new feature. (As well as the 8 laps recorded in Moscore-Qm for

Qualifying)

This would require someone to create a  detailed Custom Feature Request on our dev.moscore.com web site. (a work order request)

We will analyze what is required to do this then give the requester a quote on the cost. We will start work on it after payments have been received

#2 - 07/10/2016 07:15 PM - Walter Pate

- Priority changed from Normal to Low

changed priority  to low
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